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I'm gone  
I'm out of your life  
Isn't that what you wanted?  
Better think twice  
but don't second guess  
For fate will decide what comes next.  
I can see your face  
Lay your hands on me  
While we drift into endless dreams  
This is where you'll find my naked soul...  
Lost in memories of past  
and torn dreams of the future.  
Green eyes intensified all so beautiful  
What was full of life is now dead  
And I stand here alone—  
grey and empty  
What started as poetry  
now becomes prose and  
when I'm gone you'll  
realize what you've been missing.  
New loves hard to find  
and I'm scared,  
not knowing where to go.  
People are quick to judge  
If they could only see what you see  
It would make things so easy...